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LETTER FROM THE
PRESIDENT

What is consulting? As people who like to unravel the ambiguous,
consultants go by the vaguest of terms. Consultants are often hired for
three major reasons: expertise on a topic, a client's lack of capacity, and/or
as a sober second thought on an issue. The collective expertise of the firm
is drawn on to solve the client’s challenges. 
 
This industry appeals to problem solvers and the insatiably curious. The
diversity of clients, industries, and work available to you are enormous. A
career in consulting can be a stepping stone to a career in pretty much
anything you want. It provides rapid growth and exposure into the world
of business for new graduates. A career in consulting is open to you. No
matter what your major or background is, your diverse experiences are an
asset to any firm. It is the gathering of the best minds in goal-oriented
teams that creates meaningful solutions for clients. 
 
When preparing for the consulting recruitment process we found that
there are an abundance of resources created by various schools in the US
and Canada. These resources were fantastic, but written for students in
different cities, different markets, and with different experiences than at
the U of A. We found a gap, and decided to start by creating this guide as
an introduction to careers in consulting. We narrowed our focus in this
guide to management and technology consulting. We feature five female
and five male alumni with backgrounds in business, engineering, and
science. The diversity and richness of experiences was a pleasure for us to
discover, and we hope you find their stories inspiring and informative.
Ultimately, if you decide to pursue a career in consulting we hope you find
a firm culture that fits you, allows you to remain authentic to yourself and
feeds your passions. 
 
Best, 
 
 
Thom Oguntoyinbo



Disclaimer

This guide was created for students at the University of Alberta and as such, the
information included is narrow in focus to firms operating in the Alberta region, and/or
firms who have hired from the University of Alberta in the past. There are several more

firms that operate in the region but due to the limitations of the guide, we could not
include them all. This guide does not include all the information about the firms'

various offices and service lines, but rather focuses on the experiences of U of A alumni
at those firms. The alumni stories are not, and cannot be reflective of the firm as a
whole, but we hope will serve as a great starting point for U of A students exploring

opportunities in consulting. Information presented in this guide about firms and their
interview processes is accurate as of the time interviews were conducted, up to and
including July 15th 2018. Again, we would like to thank our alumni and firms for their

immense contribution to the production of this guide. 
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The ICA 2018/2019 executive team is comprised of bright and talented
students who come from a variety of academic backgrounds and interests.
What ties them together is their enthusiasm about consulting as a career,

and assisting fellow students by providing them with the resources to
explore and excel in the industry. The team also looks forward to

promoting students to the province's finest consulting firms!

From left to right back row: Connor Palindat, Omar Sabbagh, Nobel Brar, Julie Moysiuk,
Thom Oguntoyinbo, Chloe Zhang 

THE TEAM
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These work terms allowed me to exercise my soft skills
and learn how to explain complex IT concepts in
layman's terms. My favourite experience during my
undergraduate pursuit was going on exchange in Hong
Kong! It was an incredible experience being in a
bustling, diverse city with a large startup ecosystem. By
putting these experiences together, it truly prepared
me for the workforce. After finding myself at Accenture,
I feel so fortunate that my MIS major applies so well to
the work I do now. It has allowed me to move faster up
the learning curve! 
 
What made you decide to work for Accenture? 
 
The depth of work that I get to do with certain clients. I
really get to work hand in hand with the client and gain
a lot of expertise. Accenture cares about growth, and
wants you to keep moving forward through training.
With how rapidly technology is changing, you need to
stay up to speed and Accenture stays on top of it all.
Regardless of how long you’ve been at the firm, there
are various opportunities to be trained on the newest
technologies and solutions. You also get assigned a
career counselor that advocates for your growth to
ensure you end up where you want to be at the firm.  

“My major applies so 
well to the work I do 
now at Accenture. It 
has allowed me to 
move faster up the 
learning curve!” 

Nik Malhotra
Class of 2017 

Bcomm Management

Information Systems 

Can you tell us about your position and how you
got into consulting? 
 
I’m a Business and Integration Architecture Analyst in
Accenture’s Technology engagement in Edmonton.
During my time at the Alberta School of Business, I
was a Digital Director of the Business Students'
Association, an MIS Course Manager/TA, Technical
Director for the EDGE case competition and a member
of the Alberta JDC West team. These activities allowed
me to give back to the School of Business student
body in the best way that I could. I also participated in
the co-op program, which allowed me to gain
experience at the City of Edmonton and ATB Financial. 
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What services does Accenture provide? 
 
Accenture operates with 5 streams: Technology,
Strategy, Operations, Digital, and Consulting. 
Our Edmonton engagement is in the technology space
and mainly serves insurance and energy clients. The
rest of Accenture in Canada serves 95 of the Fortune
100 companies. The Canadian engagements serve
clients across multiple industries, including energy,
utilities, public service, banking, retail, consumer
goods, and life sciences. I find that at various other
consulting firms you often work with multiple clients
on a general level, but our technology practice is 
vertically inclined and focused on certain clients. This
has allowed me to gain very deep and specific
knowledge. I get to work very closely with the clients to
understand their business and how they interact with
our cutting edge technology solutions. Travel
opportunities are available, but more so in our
traditional consulting practice (i.e. in Calgary).
Accenture also provides excellent talent development
opportunities, including in-house training and off-site
training at our learning center in Chicago. 
 
What positions are available for students in
Accenture’s technology practice? 
 
Students that are seeking full-time employment after
graduation should look for Business Analyst roles. We
sometimes have a summer roles available in our
Edmonton and Calgary offices, which tend to be
Associate positions. Current Students should look for
Summer Consulting Analyst (Calgary) or Business
Associate (Edmonton) positions. 
 
How can students learn more about the firm
before applying? 
 
Networking is always a great idea! We can be found at
various U of A events, such as the MIS club Wine and
Cheese night or the ICA Networking Night. The firm is
rapidly growing in Edmonton, and we know that the U
of A has tons of talent. For those in MIS/OM, what you
learn in those classes is directly relevant to what we do
in the Edmonton office. 

Can you walk me through Accenture’s interview
process? 
 
Typically, we have around 2 to 3 rounds of interviews,
which consist of behavioural and technical questions
(depending on the level of experience that you list on
your CV). Your first interview may be with associate
managers and then senior managers in your second
or third round. In these interviews, the major thing
they are looking for is fit. We let you know who your
interviewers are ahead of time as well. 
 
Do you have any tips on how students can prepare
for interviews? 
 
Do some research on your interviewer and a lot of
research on the firm itself. Be sure to check out our
social media platforms for the latest news (i.e.
LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram). You can also research
the industries that our current clients are in.  
 
Looking back, what advice would you give yourself
in the interview process? 
 
Just smile, relax, and make sure you can back up
everything that you put on your resume!  

Location 

Canadian Offices

# of Employees

# of Tech Consultants 

Quick Facts 

Global, 120 countries 

Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver,
Montreal, Toronto 

452,000 

60 in Edmonton 
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Victor Basu 
Class of 2016, 

BComm Finance

I decided to pursue an internship in investment
banking and then worked with startups, but I didn't
really like either of them. So I had no clue what I
wanted to do, I just knew I wanted to live in Calgary. 
 
What consulting services does BCG provide? 
 
We provide services across every major industry group
and every major functional area with a particular focus
in strategy and operations, major transformations, and
marketing campaigns.  In my time here so far, I have
worked with retail, telecommunications, and industrial
goods clients. BCG’s staffing model is very
personalized and helps you find a balance between
the industry in which you would like to focus, the
amount of travel you’re interested in experiencing, and
of course the people you work with! You build the
career you want at BCG! 
 
What positions are available for students in BCG’s
consulting practice? 
 
Undergraduates and Master’s degree students are
eligible to apply for summer/full time Associate
positions. Students pursuing an  MBA or advanced
degree (JD, MD, PhD) can apply for summer/full time
consultants positions. We recruit year round with our
campus recruiting taking place in September for full
time hires and in January for summer hires.  

Location 

Canadian Offices

# of Employees

# of Consultants 

Quick Facts 

Can you tell us about your position and how you
got into consulting? 
 
I am an Associate with BCG in Calgary. I graduated
from the Alberta School of Business in December 2016
then I went travelling and joined the firm in September
2017. While on campus, I was really interested in
Finance so I joined the PRIME investment management
program at the U of A. This was a really good learning
experience for me. I was also a part of AIESEC and
helped place students in international work terms.  

Global, over 50 countries

Calgary, Montreal, Toronto

14,000

600 in Canada 
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How can students learn more about the firm
before applying? 
 
Our goal is to hire top talent across the board. We host
webinars and information sessions regularly which is
an interactive way for students to explore the world of
management consulting through the perspective of
BCG. By attending these sessions, it provides BCG with
the opportunity to  get to know students better. I
personally talked to consultants in Toronto and
Calgary as my goal to get to know the people of the
firm in an informal context. I would encourage
students to reach out to our Recruiting team to help
connect you with the right people. 
 
What made you decide to work for BCG? 
 
There were three main reasons. Primarily, the general
career progression that BCG offers you. The
environment is fast paced and allows you to grow
quickly. Secondly, BCG keeps you as a generalist for
several years which allows you to explore different
industries and functional areas to find what you like.
The variety of industries and work available to you is
great. Finally, I am working with some of the smartest
people in the world and I get along well with all of
them. I have worked with over 100 people so far, so
that is pretty great. The diversity at the firm is
amazing. Everyone comes from a different background
and has different skill sets, but they are all really good
at what they do. The BCG brand is also recognized
globally for providing value. We strive towards new
and unique case approaches for every project. BCG is
the founder of strategy consulting and nowadays we
target all practice areas. 
 
Can you walk me through BCG’s interview process? 
 
We have two rounds of interviews. Both rounds have
two back-to-back 45 minute case based interviews.
The interview is broken into 3 components: 1)
behavioral/fit questions 2) crack the case; and 3) Q&A.
All our cases are interviewee led; we want you to drive
the case. That means it’s good to think out loud so the
interviewer can see your logic and thought process.  

By thinking out loud, it also allows the interviewer an
opportunity to point you in the right direction if you’re
heading down the wrong path. All cases have a math
component to them as well, because it is a huge part
of what we do here. 
 
Do you have any tips on how students can prepare
for interviews? 
 
Try and find someone else to practice with for case
interviews. Practicing by yourself is one thing, but also
try practicing with others to develop the skill sets you
need to do well in an interview setting. Attend prep
sessions where you can and practice in a group
setting. There are also tons of resources online and
many schools release casebooks. We have a couple of
practice cases on our website as well. 

“Don't underestimate 
how much effort firms 
will put into finding the 
best people”

Looking back, what advice would you give yourself
in the interview process? 
 
Have stories from your background that address
different scenarios, such as your leadership, analytical
abilities, and teamwork. Using the STAR (Situation,
Task, Action, and Result) model to discuss these
experiences is a good idea. One thing that really
worked well for me was adequately prepping for
cases. It is important to go into the interview with
confidence and thorough preparation helps build that
confidence. I also wished someone told me that
reaching out to people was as easy as it is. A lot of
students get intimidated by reaching out, but don't
underestimate how much effort firms will put into
finding the best people. 
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Sally Mattar

Can you tell us about your position and how you got
into consulting? 
 
My name is Sally Mattar and I am a Consultant at
Deloitte. I’m part of the Operations Transformation
Energy & Resources practice in Calgary. I interviewed
for the firm in January 2017 for the Edmonton office
where I spent about 8 months in the Technology service
line before transferring to the Calgary office. I received
both my undergrad and Master's degree from the U of
A. While I was on campus, I lived in residence and
volunteered for the Engineering Open House/Expo and
for the Week of Welcome Students' Union orientation.
During my Master's program I took on a bigger role as
the President of MEGSA (Mechanical Engineering
Graduate Students Association). In between my
degrees I worked in oilfield services as a hydraulic
fracking engineer and I also had project management
work experience in the construction industry. 

Class of 2014,  BSc Chemical 

Engineering & Class of 2017, MSc 

Engineering Management

What consulting services does Deloitte provide? 
 
We provide Strategy & Operations, Technology, and
Human Capital services to every industry and sector.
Under these three main service lines you will find our
sub-service lines, such as Supply Chain, Digital
Integration, and HR transformation. Some of our offices
might not be focused in all those areas, as it depends
on the market and client focus in the area. For example,
in Edmonton, you would be exposed to more public
sector clients; Calgary has a focus on clients in the
energy sector and Toronto has finance and technology
clients. You can expect to travel depending on the
project you are placed on. 
 
What positions are available for students in
Deloitte’s consulting practice? 
 
The major hiring cycles are in September and January.
New undergraduates should look for analyst or
consultant roles in the service line that interests them.
Master's, MBAs, and other post-grads should look for
consultant or senior consultant roles depending on
their prior experience. Depending on the office size and
service line/practice, positions vary but you will still
have the same growth opportunities regardless. 

“You have to be 
comfortable being 
uncomfortable; that is 
consulting” 
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What made you decide to work for Deloitte? 
 
Definitely the people! Deloitte’s interview process was
rigorous; I interviewed with every partner at the
Edmonton office and a senior manager. Deloitte takes
the time to really get to know you and make sure you
fit. Right away, you feel like you jump into a family once
you join. It is important that you find a place that you
can see yourself grow in. I can also definitely say the
people I work with are some of the best folks around
and you learn something new every single day. 
 
How can students learn more about the firm before
applying? 
 
Networking helps. It builds relationships and if people
know who you are, they are more likely to want to work
with you. This also provides you with the opportunity to
familiarize yourself with the people and work you’ll be
doing, as opposed to going in blind. Deloitte puts a lot
of effort to be present at career fairs at the U of A and
many other universities across Canada. 

 Information sessions are generally offered twice a year
where students can learn more about the work, people
and hiring process. It’s a great place to ask all your
burning questions about consulting. Occasionally,
Deloitte hosts off-campus events where  students can
attend by invite. 
 
Can you walk me through Deloitte’s interview
process? 
 
There are multiple rounds of both case and fit
interviews, with a heavy emphasis on fit interviews. The
case interviews are interviewer-led and are meant to
see how you think about problems. You have to be
adaptable and you have to be comfortable being
uncomfortable; that is consulting. On the other hand,
the fit interviews are meant to see if you fit the culture
of the firm in addition to which specific team you’d be
most suitable in. The exact number of interviews varies
by candidate; you’ll get the opportunity to meet with
multiple managers and partners until they decide
where within the firm you’d have the most impact. The
interview process may also vary from office to office, so
that is something to keep in mind. 
 
Do you have any tips on how students can prepare
for interviews? 
 
You are expected to have a structured approach, but
don’t sound like you’ve memorized frameworks. No one
likes cookie cutter answers. Think out loud, ask good
questions and be able to clearly articulate your
approach to the interviewer. Know who you are, be
confident and be sincere. Don’t try too hard to impress,
you’re already impressive, that’s why you’re getting
interviewed! I always tell students that people carve
their own future, so be authentically who you are. Know
your strengths and weaknesses and present that. If
recruiters don't accept it, then that’s probably not the
place you want to be. 

Location 

Canadian Offices

# of Employees

Global, over 150 countries

Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver,
Victoria, Regina, Saskatoon, Winnipeg,
Montreal, Toronto, St. John's

264,000+

Services

Strategy & Operations,
Technology, Human Capital 

Quick Facts 
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Class of 2016 

BSc Computing Science 

with a minor in Business 

Adriano Marini 

Can you tell us about your position and how you got into consulting?  
 
Hi, I am Adriano Marini and I’m a Technology Consultant at EY Advisory
services. I have been a part of the firm in Edmonton for a year and a half
now. Before joining EY I worked a lot in retail and during university, I
worked as a coordinator for the University of Alberta Students’ Union
Week of Welcome program.  

In Alberta, we provide consulting services through our
three main advisory practices: People Advisory Services
(PAS), Performance Improvement Advisory Services
(including Technology Advisory), and Risk Advisory
Services (including IT Risk Assurance, Internal Audit and
Major Capital Projects). The office location plays a part
in what industries you might serve. For example,
Calgary has a huge energy market and financial services
work is common in Toronto. In Edmonton, we work
mostly with large public sector entities such as
municipalities, government ministries, and related
agencies, boards or commissions.  
 
How can students learn more about the firm before
applying ?  
 
It is important to network, because people who
network effectively are recognized. Information
sessions are available for U of A students to learn more
about the firm and the services that EY provides. We
hold these sessions early in the fall semester and we
will be hosting an office tour in August. Recruiting
begins in September for consulting so make sure you
reach out to people and attend events.  
 

What positions are available for students in EY’s
consulting practice?  
 
Most new graduates become a Staff Consultant in one
of our consulting practices. A few of our offices also
offer intern advisory positions. Our postings for
Advisory campus recruiting will be on our website and
will usually be titled advisory staff or consulting staff.
There will be one general posting for opportunities
across Canada in the Performance Improvement and
People Advisory practices and one for opportunities in
the Risk practice. When applying to the campus
recruiting postings, applicants will have the chance to
choose the top one or two Sub-Service Lines that they
are most interested in, as well as their preferred office
location. Most times, applicants are interviewed for
their top choice, unless there is something that stands
out and would make them a better candidate for a
different practice.   
 
What consulting services does EY provide?  
 
We provide a breadth of expertise across many areas in
Canada, including specialized practices for clients in
industries such as Financial Services.  

"Don't be afraid to sell yourself and move beyond the 
traditional application methods.” 
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What made you decide to work for EY?  
 
For me, it was the culture. The firm shares a common
purpose, which is building a better working world by
delivering the best solutions to problems. I also really
love the people. We are both humble and open. We
also have a “workplace of the future” design, where
there are no boundaries to where somewhere can sit in
the office. All these aspects are part of that open and
collaborative culture. 
 
 Can you walk me through EY’s interview process?  
 
Our interviews are split into two rounds. The first round
is video interviews where you will receive system
prompted questions and your responses are filmed.
Video interviews allow us to interact with a larger
number of applicants while giving interviewees
additional flexibility with scheduling. The first and
second rounds are often a week or two apart. The
second round interview consists of two parts - a case
and a behavioural interview. For the case, a situation is
presented. The interviewee can ask questions, and are
then left to develop their solution. When the
interviewer returns, the interviewee gives a
conversational presentation, and a discussion takes
place. Keep in mind, it’s not always about the final
answer. What we are looking for is the process,
thinking, and approach to the problem. We are
evaluating your problem solving process, and other
fundamentals such as soft skills and critical thinking.
The type of case depends on the practice you apply for.  

Do you have any tips on how students can prepare
for interviews?  
 
Practice problem solving, throw yourself into different
scenarios, and work on your technique for developing a
solution to a problem. Frameworks are fine and can be
used as a starting place, but don’t depend on them or
else your solutions may be too rigid. You should be
allowing your solutions to be creative. Before your
interview, make sure to brush up on the key trends and
practices for the practice you are interviewing with. It is
very important that you come ready to sell yourself and
have a conversation.  
 
Looking back, what advice would you give yourself
in the interview process?  
 
I did not have very ‘relevant’ experience beforehand,
having worked in various positions at a department
store. However, you can and always should always
relate your experiences back to consulting. For
example, I had knowledge of the entire store and what
we offered, and I used that knowledge and my soft
skills to meet the needs of customers. Also, network to
know what you are getting into and be prepared. This
will help you acclimatize to the consulting environment
faster. Don’t be afraid to make the initial contact with a
consultant and stay in touch with them. Stay visible,
and don’t be afraid to sell yourself and move beyond
the traditional application methods.  
 

Quick Facts 
Location 

Global, over 150 countries

Canadian Offices

# of Employees

Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver,
Victoria, Saskatoon, Winnipeg,
Montreal, Quebec City, London,
Kitchener, Toronto, Ottawa, Dieppe,
Fredericton, St. John's, Saint John,
Halifax

250,000+

# of Consultants 

57,000+

Services

People Advisory Services (PAS),
Performance Improvement Advisory
 (including Technology Advisory), Risk
Advisory 
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Events

The case competition involves student teams from
diverse backgrounds aiming to solve a real life business
problem. Competitors are granted a client meeting with
the annual case partner, and then present their
recommendations to the business and professional
industry consultants. Sponsors are able to witness
student capabilities first-hand, and gauge high potential
students for future recruitment. Students have the
opportunity to impact a real business and be rewarded!
Please reach out if you are interested in becoming
involved in this year's case competition!  

We know the stress that comes with preparing for
interviews. To help with the process, we will be running

bi-weekly case sessions sponsored by various consulting
firms. These sessions will expose students to a variety of

case approaches while allowing them to build critical
thinking and problem solving skills. Whether you're

looking to learn from a firm or have interactive practice
with other students, we encourage you to check out our

first session on September 12th, 2018.  

March 29th-
30th, 2019

Bi-weekly,
September -

December 

Case Competition 

Case and Information Sessions 
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Networking Night

The Annual Networking Night is an excellent touch-point between sponsoring companies
and students. Professionals are invited to attend and network with some of our brightest

students interested in a consulting career. The event includes a speed networking session,
keynote speaker address, and open networking. Complimentary food and drinks are also

provided. Many of the firms have offered full time jobs and summer internships after
meeting with attendees from the ICA's events. We would be more than happy if your firm
could join us for the Annual Networking Night, taking place on Thursday, November 8th,

2018 at the University of Alberta. 

1106 10125 109ST 
Edmonton, AB T5J 3P1 |  ica@ualberta.ca

www.uofaica.ca15



Alexandra Bossio 
Class of 2017, BComm 

Finance 

Can you tell us about your position and how you
got into consulting? 
 
I interviewed with the firm for a Summer Analyst
position in February 2017, and graduated from a
degree in Finance and Certificate in Leadership this
past December 2017. I am now working full time with
Hugessen as a Consulting Analyst. Prior to Hugessen, I
worked in Enterprise Risk Management with the
Alberta Investment Management Corporation (AIMCo).
During my time at the U of A I was involved with a
variety of extracurricular activities. I was the VP of
Corporate Relations for the Network of Empowered
Women Conference, helped organize the inaugural
Alberta International Business Competition, and
played varsity golf. I also competed in a number of
international case competitions with the School of
Business.  
 
What consulting services does Hugessen provide? 
 
Hugessen supports a diverse range of clients across
industries, with a specialization in Executive
compensation. We are well known in this area and
staff international clients. Executive compensation is
scrutinized by the public, is an indication of a
company’s health, and is a prominent internal concern
across industries. Aspects of finance, business
strategy, and governance are all applied in this area.
Teams are staffed nationally, so it’s not uncommon to
work across both offices on a mandate, or project.
However, travel is usually reserved for initial team
meetings and major client presentations.  
 
What positions are available for students in
Hugessen’s consulting practice? 
 
The most common path to entering the firm is being
hired as a Summer Analyst, and then being invited to
join full time. Outside of this cycle, full time hires are
taken on an as-needed basis.  

Location 

Canadian Offices

# of Employees

National with affiliates in New
York, Beijing, and London

Calgary, Toronto, Montreal 

30 

Quick Facts 
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How can students learn more about the firm
before applying? 
 
Since we are a smaller firm, team culture and fit are
incredibly important. Hugessen hosts a networking
evening at the U of A in the fall semester, and meeting
with consultants will help connect you with the people
you could be working closely with.  
 
What made you decide to work for Hugessen? 
 
With Hugessen’s team culture, you get a lot of
exposure to partners and major parts of the projects.
As someone starting out, you really get to see a piece
of everything. There are usually 3 people on a client
team, so you’re given a lot of responsibility over your
work and become client-facing very quickly. You really
aren’t treated as a number; there are multiple team
events, a great office atmosphere, and the opportunity
to discuss high level strategy directly with partners.  
 
Can you walk me through Hugessen’s interview
process? 
 
There are two rounds of interviews. The first is a
phone interview, and a second is an interview at the
office location you apply for. In the phone interview
you receive two calls, one from the Calgary and one
from the Toronto office. You can expect a mix of
behavioral and case-based questions related to
Executive compensation and financial knowledge. If
selected to move to the second round, you will have a
longer interview with 4-5 one-on-one sessions with
consultants in the office. Again, there will be a mix of
behavioral and case-based questions. This round also
involves a written component, where you are given a
current event in the industry and given half an hour to
write a short report on it. Following the formal
interview, Hugessen hosts a candidate dinner to really
get to know everyone. This is probably the most
important part of the interview, as it simulates a client
meeting and how you would interact with the team. 

Do you have any tips on how students can prepare
for interviews? 
 
You don’t hear a lot about Executive compensation in
school, so it’s a good idea to read up on the subject
before the interview - really from any major business
news source, such as Bloomberg. Brushing up on
concepts such as stock options, DCFs, and equity deals
is also helpful for the case questions. The main point is
to see your approach to thinking through problems.
Participating in school case competitions can be a
good way to see how interested you are in consulting
work. For the behavioral questions, you need to
manage the line between the personal and the
professional. This comes with time, but remember to
talk about what genuinely interests you. Working in
consulting can involve long hours, and your team
wants to know who you are. Finding this balance and
authenticity will help you, especially at Hugessen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Looking back, what advice would you give yourself
in the interview process? 
 
Honestly, I’d go into the interview with more
confidence in myself. It’s important to recognize that
everyone has something to offer. You get selected for
an interview because your experiences have stood out
in some way. Also, interviews are a two way street, so
don’t forget to use the time to get to know the firm
and enjoy yourself in the process! 
 
 

“Talk about what genuinely 
interests you. Working in 
consulting can involve long 
hours, and your team wants
to know who you are.” 
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Rissa Cao 
Class of 2016, BComm 

Management Information 

Systems (MIS)

Can you tell us about your position and how you got
into consulting?  
 
 I graduated from the University of Alberta in 2016 and
have been working with IBM for the past two years.
After starting as a Business Transformation Consultant
in Edmonton, I was relocated to Toronto where I am
currently a Senior Consultant specializing in Enterprise
Applications and Robotics Process Automation (RPA)
Development. Right now, I’m working on enterprise
software implementation and robotic process
automation for the oil and gas and banking industry.
During school, I was the Co-President of ICA,
participated in JDC West MIS team, different case
competitions and also worked on a variety of Co-op
terms which led me to a career in consulting.  
 
 What consulting services does IBM provide?  
 
 The firm works with a range of mid to large-cap clients
across the public and private sectors and different
industries, with consultants typically specializing in an
industry or an area such as SAP, Oracle, or Microsoft
Solutions after gaining experience as a generalist. While
the firm’s main focus is on technology, an
understanding of business processes and strategy are
key elements to any project. Staffing for projects is
quite flexible, which means that weekly travel is
common on the job.   

"Demonstrate you are 
eager to learn. What’s 
most important is your 
attitude.” 

Location 

Canadian Offices

# of Employees

# of Consultants 

Global, 177 countries

Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver,
Montreal, Toronto

380,000

30,000 

Services

Business Consulting,
Technology Services, Financing

Quick Facts 
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What positions are available for students in IBM’s
consulting practice? 
 
Full time new grads (students who graduated within 3
years) are hired as Consultant in the “Consulting By
Degrees” program. All offices hire for this position,
where there is a rotation through various services such
as business analytics, data science, or business
strategy. MIS, Engineering and Computing Science
students are usually a good fit for the program. Student
hiring occurs every 4 months, with major rounds in
September and January.  
  
How can students learn more about the firm before
applying? 
 
Networking can definitely help an application stand out,
and IBM hosts an information session at the U of A and
some unofficial networking/social events at every fall
where students can meet with consultants. 
 
What made you decide to work for IBM? 
 
I chose IBM because it is on the cutting edge of
technology consulting, with an extensive research
development lab in Canada.   

Can you walk me through IBM’s interview process? 
There are typically two rounds of interviews, with a
focus on behavioral questions and logical thinking. Fit is
important, since successful applicants will demonstrate
how they are willing to learn and quickly be client-
facing. Further interview testing is specific to the
position; for example, a business strategy position
might have a case interview, while a more technical
position may involve coding practice. The second round
is with senior partners of the firm, who are looking
mainly for fit.  
 
Do you have any tips on how students can prepare
for interviews? 
Practice makes perfect! Also, prepare your story about
why you want to work for the firm. Pick experiences
that are memorable and show when you’ve gone above
and beyond. Also have a few good questions to ask at
the end of the interview to show you are engaged with
the process. Demonstrate you are eager to learn.
What’s most important is your attitude.  
 
Looking back, what advice would you give yourself
in the interview process? 
I’d remember that it’s okay to not know everything!
Also, rather than just focusing on the quantitative or
business sides of the interview, also don’t be afraid to
show your true self.  
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Can you tell us about your position and how you got
into consulting? 
 
Hi, I’m Zac and I’m a management consultant in the
Operations service line at KPMG in Edmonton. I
interviewed with the firm in October 2016 during the
last year of my degree. I first became interested in
consulting after getting involved with case competitions
at the U of A. I was very involved with internal and
international cases, competing in Singapore and Spain.
I was also a Business Students’ Association cohort
representative and external funds director, a JDC West
competitor, and a member of the Business Exchange
Association and Operations Management clubs. 
 
What consulting services does KPMG provide? 
 
Advisory is broken into three main areas of
Management Consulting, Risk Consulting, and Deal
Advisory. Management Consulting involves service lines
of operations, people and change, IT advisory, and
financial management advisory, while Risk Consulting
involves a CPA stream, technical roles, and a business
technology focus. There is definitely an opportunity to
work in different service lines, as staffing is based on
what you are interested in. The level of travelling
depends on the project, as you can also support teams
across the country from your home office. While there
are a broad range of projects in Edmonton, the most
common ones include public sector, health care, and
large scale IT work.  

Zac Rodrigo
Class of 2017, BComm 

Operations Management 

Location 

Canadian Offices

# of Employees

# of Consultants 

Global, 154 countries

Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver,
Montreal, Toronto 
 

200,000+

648 in Canada

Services

Management Consulting,
Risk Consulting, Deal
Advisory 

Quick Facts 
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What positions are available for students in KPMG’s
consulting practice? 
 
For positions in Management Consulting and Risk
Consulting, the title for new grad positions is
Consultant. In Deal Advisory, the position you’d be
looking for is Analyst. Job postings will provide specific
details on the service line you are applying for. Formal
hiring is done in September or October, but you should
also subscribe for job notifications since positions can
open up at other points throughout the year.  
 
How can students learn more about the firm before
applying? 
 
You don’t need to wait for recruitment season to start
building relationships. Consultants appreciate students
who are proactive, by reaching out to the team or
asking to go for coffee to learn more about the firm.
Networking exposes you to many members of the firm,
so you can figure out what you’re interested in and
pursue opportunities from there. KPMG usually hosts
an information session on campus called “Advisory
Night”, and attending and building relationships will
really help with your application.  
 
What made you decide to work for KPMG? 
 
KPMG stood out to me because of the ability to work on
multidisciplinary, high impact projects. The firm also
has strong relations with the public sector, and
speaking with someone I knew who worked in that area
strengthened my interest.  The environment is also very
collaborative, with the ability to ask partners questions
and take a team approach. There’s always an open
door policy, and questions are encouraged.  

People here really care about each other and want to
pull the best out of each other. 
 
Can you walk me through KPMG’s interview
process? 
 
There are two formal rounds of interviews. The first
round involves two cases, and the second round has
one case. Both rounds include behavioural questions,
and the final round is followed by a candidate dinner to
really get to know the applicants in a less formal setting.
The cases are both interviewer and interviewee led, and
can vary in length. The first round will involve a
quantitative case without calculators, so be prepared
for that. Having a framework is really important
because it gives you a structure for how to work
through the problem. You should be walking the
interviewer through what steps you can take and why,
but it’s also okay to take a moment at the start of the
case to set up your thoughts. 
 
Do you have any tips on how students can prepare
for interviews? 
 
To help you prepare, KPMG matches you with an
interview buddy who can walk you through a case study
and answer any small questions before your first round.
The firm wants to see the best that the candidate has to
offer in terms of skills and fit, so you should try not to
be stressed! I also found online resources such as Victor
Cheng and university case guides helpful to familiarize
yourself with basic frameworks and the case process.
Be sure to take some time to review the KPMG website,
and reflect upon what you’ve learned from networking
with the firm. For the behavioural questions, think
about what experiences have set you up for a career in
consulting. Highlight what you feel you have to
highlight, while showcasing your skills and problem
solving ability.  
 
Looking back, what advice would you give yourself
in the interview process? 
 
Relax! We want to see you perform at your best; so
come prepared, take a deep breath and just execute. 

“You don’t need to wait for 
recruitment to start building 
relationships. Consultants 
appreciate students who are
proactive.”
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Lauren Pue  
Class of 2017 

BComm Operations 

Management 

Can you tell us about your position and how you
got into consulting? 
 
Hi, I’m Lauren, and I graduated from the U of A in April
of 2017. Although I most recently studied Business, I
initially came from a science background. I see a lot of
parallels between science and business, especially
when it comes to problem solving and breaking down
difficult concepts. Outside of school, I played
competitive lacrosse and ringette, where I learned the
importance of teamwork. I interviewed with McKinsey
in October of 2016, and joined the firm full time as a
Business Analyst in August 2017. 

How large is the firm and where do they operate? 
 
McKinsey is a global management consulting firm that
serves a broad mix of private, public and social sector
institutions. We help our clients make significant and
lasting improvements to their performance and realize
their most important goals. With over 27,000
employees spanning across 60 countries, we serve
clients at every level of their organization, whether as a
trusted advisor to top management or as a hands-on
coach for front line employees. Our clients’ needs are
constantly changing, so we continually seek new and
better ways to serve them. To do this, we are bringing
new talent into the firm, acquiring new companies,
and developing new capabilities, for example, in
design, analytics, and digital. 
 
What consulting services does McKinsey provide? 
 
The short answer is: everything! While a full list of
McKinsey’s industries and business functions 
can be found on our website, some notable industries
include aerospace, retail, oil & gas, public sector, and
financial institutions. While the firm covers pretty
much every topic, there can be concentration in
certain regions. For example, the Calgary office does a
lot of oil & gas and mining work, and consultants who
want to work in other industries may need to travel
more. Business functions cover areas such as strategy,
operations, risk management, transformations, and
organizational design. Strategy is a really interesting
area, since your work can impact a firm 30, or even 50
years into the future. With the firm being so global, it’s
easy to reach out to subject matter experts in other
countries, and you can even be staffed on
international projects. 
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"[Interviewers] are 
looking for reasons 
to hire you, so don’t 
be afraid to let your 
personality show” 

What made you decide to work for McKinsey? 
 
There are three factors that made McKinsey stand out
to me: the people, the impact, and the opportunity. All
of the people at McKinsey are awesome to work with,
since we come from different backgrounds and
everyone is very knowledgeable. Due to the nature of
McKinsey’s clients, we have the opportunity to make a
big impact. We solve the toughest problems for the
biggest companies around the world, including many
Fortune 100 companies, and often work with their CEOs
which enables large-scale change. Lastly, the
opportunities at McKinsey are truly diverse, as you can
work on a huge variety of projects. All of these factors
are strengthened by the investment that McKinsey puts
into its people, especially the extensive training we get. 
 
Can you walk me through McKinsey’s interview
process? 
 
After applying, there are two rounds of interviews. The
first round comprises of two one hour interviews and
the second round has four one-hour interviews. Both
rounds follow the same format within the interview,
although second round interviews are typically
conducted by more senior members of the firm such as
partners and associate partners. Each interview has an
experience component and a case component.  
 

The interview typically begins with some time for you
and the interviewer to learn a little bit about each
other. It then progresses into either the experience or
case portion, although in my experience, the
experience part always came first. Our experience
interviews are a little different than you may be used
to; instead of traditional questions with a 2-3 minute
answer, the interviewer will explore one of the
interviewee’s experiences in a deep dive. They will ask
follow up questions and dig into how you were
thinking and acting during the example. The case
component is an interviewer-led case. They will ask a
variety of questions for the interviewee to dive into
and will work with them to drive the case in the right
direction. It’s very important to be able to structure
your thinking and communicate it to the interviewer,
whether orally or on paper. Cases can be on any area
of business, and it’s a good idea to brush up on mental
math as all cases have a quantitative aspect. 
 
What positions are available for students in
McKinsey’s consulting practice? 
 
There are two levels of entry as a full-time employee
for those coming out of school. With an undergrad or
a one-year Master’s program, you will apply as a
Business Analyst. For those with an MBA, PhD, or other
advanced degrees, you will apply as an Associate.
Summer internships are also available for students
one year out of graduation, with the main intake cycle
for U of A students happening in December/January. 
 
How can students learn more about the firm
before applying ? 
 
Since major rounds of interviews for full time positions
happen in the Fall, keep an eye out for information
sessions on campus at the start of September. Further
information sessions are usually hosted throughout
the Fall semester for those interested in summer
internships. 
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Do you have any tips on how students can
prepare for interviews? 
 
Practicing is key. It’s really helpful to work through
cases with a partner, and get feedback from
someone who has recently gone through the
interview process. There are practice cases on the
McKinsey website that are useful to work through.
When practicing, frameworks can be a good starting
place but often the cases in interviews will be unlike
what you’ve seen before. Having structure to your
thoughts and thorough explanations is what will help
you be successful. Accuracy in mental math and
“back of the envelope” calculations are important to
practice too. When preparing for the personal
experience component, McKinsey looks for
leadership, personal impact, and entrepreneurial
drive, so keep these qualities in mind when planning
your stories. If you are invited to interview, you’ll be
matched with a McKinsey buddy who will help coach
you through the process. It’s good to know that this
isn’t an evaluative relationship; it’s intended to help
you practice and improve. 

Looking back, what advice would you give
yourself in the interview process? 
 
Just relax! The interviewers want you to succeed.
They are looking for reasons to hire you, so don’t be
afraid to let your personality show. 

Location 

Canadian Offices

# of Employees

Global, over 60 countries

Calgary, Vancouver, Montreal,
Toronto 
 

27,000+

Quick Facts 
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Austin Allanach  
Class of 2017 

BEng Chemical Engineering

Can you tell us about your position and how you got
into consulting? 
 
After completing a degree in chemical engineering, I
started as a management consulting analyst at MNP.
About half way through my degree, I realized that I was
more interested in entrepreneurial ventures and
strategic planning than I was in the technicality of
engineering. Of course, the mathematical and technical
training I developed throughout my degree was
certainly an asset, but what made a difference for me
was making a point to challenge myself and explore
career paths that suited my strengths and interests
early on. I attended a few career fairs and made a point
to follow through with the people I spoke to. I
approached each conversation with a genuine interest
in learning as much as I could from their experiences;
my goal was to learn, not just “get a job”. Sincerity and
authenticity go a long way; it was one of these
conversations that led to my being hired at MNP. 
 
What consulting services does MNP provide? 
 
In Edmonton, there is public sector work at the
provincial and municipal levels. MNP has niche client
service offerings such as private enterprise, oil field
services, professional services, and forestry, and a
strong focus on our Aboriginal communities service
line. For the most part, consultants work as generalists. 

What positions are available for students in
MNP’s consulting practice? 
 
Most students start as analysts and then move up to
the position of consultant. Consultants have more
autonomy and have increased accountability with
projects and deliverables. In the consulting group,
MNP hires full-time positions sporadically based on
project demand, and hires co-op interns to start in
January, May, and September of each year.  
 
How can students learn more about the firm
before applying? 
 
The best way to get a realistic understanding of any
industry is to talk to people and work on building
good quality, professional relationships. Listen to
what those who have worked in a given field have to
say and ask questions; genuine interactions are far
more valuable than simply reading through a
website.  
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“I wasn't going out and 
asking people to hire 
me, I was genuine and 
wanted to learn about 
the industry.” 



Do you have any tips on how students can prepare
for interviews? 
 
Consulting is about solving problems that you haven’t
faced before. While having some knowledge of
consulting frameworks can be useful, relying on them
exclusively won’t always work. In my experience, it is
clear that qualities such as critical thought, logic,
intuition, and creativity are more valuable. I would say
that I likely didn’t prepare as much as other candidates
for my interview, but went in with an open mind. A lot
of applicants will have a high GPA and case
competition experience, so again, focusing on
demonstrating your strengths and what makes you
standout, is essential.  
 
Looking back, what advice would you give yourself
in the interview process? 
 
The best way is to talk to people and start early; work
on listening with a genuine interest in what people in
the field have to say. I certainly didn’t follow the
conventional path into consulting. I wasn’t concerned
with “resume padding” and wasn’t involved in
extracurricular activities throughout my degree.
Instead, my focus was on challenging myself by
pursuing personal, career related ventures that truly
interested me. These ended up giving me unique skills
and experiences that set me apart. 
 
 
 

What made you decide to work for MNP? 
 
In short, I was interested in the industry. As I made a
point to learn more about strategic management
consulting, the more I realized that my strengths and
experiences would be a good fit for the field. I like the
variety of projects the work offers and the challenge of
learning about and finding strategic solutions for clients.
Additionally, it was clear right away that MNP focuses on
balance and collaboration – two important aspects for
any professional environment. 
 
Can you walk me through MNP’s interview process? 
 
The traditional process is to apply online, and if you are
selected, you will complete a behavioral interview with a
case study component. But, as I mentioned, making
sincere and genuine connections with people can often
help you work around the “typical” hiring path that is set
out by a company. Among other things, a management
consulting firm’s hiring process is meant to highlight a
potential employee’s critical thinking, problem solving,
and writing skills; the case-study interview format is
designed for this purpose, but the conversations you
have with people who work there is another way to
showcase your strengths in a casual and genuine way. 

Quick Facts 

Location 

Canadian Offices

National

Edmonton, Calgary, Victoria,
Vancouver, Saskatoon, Regina,
WInnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa 
 

# of Employees

# of Consultants 

4,500+

250
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Can you tell us about your position and how you
got into consulting? 
 
Hi, I’m Tsega, and I interviewed with PwC in the Fall of
2015. I joined the firm as an Associate, and have been
part of their Consulting Rotational program for the
past two years. I graduated from the Alberta School of
Business with a major in Business, Economics and
Law, and a minor in Natural Resources, Energy and the
Environment. In my degree, I was involved in a variety
of activities including the Business Leadership
Certificate program, JDC West Debate, case
competitions, and Co-op program.  
 
What consulting services does PwC provide? 
 
PwC works across industries, often providing multiple
services within an industry. We work in all industries
and offer services such as supply chain management,
human resources, business strategy, and finance. 
 
 

What positions are available for students in PwC’s
consulting practice? 
 
PwC’s main opportunity for students is the two year
Consulting Rotational program. In this program, you
get to explore every area of the consulting practice,
and after 2 years you apply to the competency you fit
best in. It is rare to have consulting internships, as
projects don't fit within the normal internship timeline
and the learning curve for a consultant is very steep.
Recruiting mainly happens in the fall with additional
intakes throughout the year.  
 
How can students learn more about the firm
before applying? 
 
In the fall, keep an eye out for recruiting events that
PwC hosts on campus. However, remember that
having a strong application and having an authentic
interest in the field is ultimately more important than
just attending events. Don’t be afraid to reach out
directly to associates to learn more and build a
connection.  

Tsega MacDonald
Class of 2016, BComm 

Business Economics & 

Law
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What made you decide to work for PwC? 
 
Since the consulting practice of PwC is relatively new,
there is a lot of openness towards improvement and
new ideas. This means having more opportunities to
talk with partners, be connected with the teams, and
take a unique approach to projects. Consulting can be
a demanding career, and I realized having a genuine
and supportive team is so important. I’ve felt this from
my connections with PwC, which has helped with my
personal growth and development.  
 
Can you walk me through PwC’s interview process? 
 
Recruitment and staffing is done nationally, so the
process will be standardized no matter which office
you interview with. When you submit your resume,
there will be a logical reasoning question set as part of
the application. For interviews there are commonly 3
rounds, taking place online, on the phone, and in
person. The online round has set behavioural
questions where you provide a video response. It’s
important to practice for this style so you can give your
best answers when doing the timed recording. In the
next phone round, be prepared for further
behavioural questions focussing on your interest in
consulting and PwC. If you advance from the call, you
will be invited to the office for a final interview
involving a group case, one-on-one conversation with
a partner, and a written case as well. It’s a full day, but
it really allows the firm to see who you are, and also
gives you the opportunity to get to know the firm.  
 
Looking back, what advice would you give yourself
in the interview process? 
 
I would remember that while I was being interviewed,
it was also my chance to interview the firm. It’s okay to
take time to figure out which firm is the best fit. It’s not
just about can I get the job, but do I want to get the
job, and can I thrive there. The interview process isn’t
easy, but it’s an exciting time to design the next steps
of your future. 

Do you have any tips on how students can prepare
for interviews? 
 
Remember that in your case answers, you should
always be justifying your reasoning. You may find it
useful to brush up on basic financial and analytical
concepts (such as ROI, NPV). I also found consulting
case preparation books such as Case in Point helpful. If
you want to be successful in the interview process, you
need to do your homework! I would recommend doing
at least 20 hours of research on each firm you’re
interested in. This can involve reading up on their
recent projects, networking, and understanding how
their consulting practice works. You should be willing to
dig for information and learn about big clients, which
will show the firm that you are interested and ready to
take on the challenge. Also, in the partner interview,
take advantage of that time to learn more about the
culture and direction of the firm, and how you could
see yourself working there.  

Location 

Canadian Offices

# of Employees

Global, 158 countries

Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver,
Montreal, Toronto 

236,000+

Quick Facts 
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"It’s not just about can I 
get the job, but do I 
want to get the job, and 
can I thrive there.”




